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Abstract 
This paper will attempt to present and compare past and present audio emulation 

techniques in video game engines and how different implementations impact overall 
immersiveness. A basic introduction into real world acoustics, the physics behind audio across a 
medium, will set a base layer for understanding the goal of audio emulation. Then a description 
on how emulating real world audio exactly is computationally taxing, and why should be 
avoided. Which leads to the techniques implemented by varying game engines to reduce the 
level of computation while still creating an immersive environment with audio.  
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Acoustics 
Sound energy travels as a mechanical wave through a medium, the study of this physical 

interaction is called Acoustics. Typically this medium is the air, however it is greatly affected by 
all objects in an environment. Different material types can also react differently to a sound wave, 
as microscopic and atomic differences between surfaces can react to damped, amplify, reflect 
back (echo), reverberate and more. Transfering between a medium takes time, and thus sounds 
that are emitted further away are heard later than they would be if they were emitted closer. This 
also leads to effects like the Doppler effect, where sound waves compress in the direction an 
object is moving, and expand in the opposite direction. 

Humans perceive incoming sound energy waves when the eardrum vibrates and 
information is sent to the brain. Being limited by the perceived level of vibration, our range of 
sound is limited to 20Hz to 20,000Hz, but varies with environment and age. While it cannot be 
heard, at less than 20Hz, a wave can still be felt with enough intensity. The perception of sound 
is logarithmic, not linear with decibels (dB) as scale. A perceived double in sound intensity is a 
3dB difference, and a million times perceived intensity difference, similar to a pin drop 
compared to a loud explosion, is only 60dB. 

This complexity with sound means that to properly simulate audio correctly, a simulation 
would require atomic level precision to transfer the energy throughout a medium and interactions 
with objects. Such simulation engines exist, but rely on static scenes or the machine running the 
calculations is a large supercomputer. Thus a dynamic real time environment with vast 
interactions within a video game, is not feasibly calculable on a consumer desktop computer.  
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Audio Emulation in Video Game Engines 
Since exact simulation is not feasible, it is emulated. Most modern games are built using 

a video game engine which are a software development suite that emulate 3D graphics, physics, 
scripting, animation, much more, and of course audio. Only some companies able to afford being 
able to build their own in house engine.Below are three video game engines: Unreal Engine 4 
and Unity are available free, to a point, for the public while Frostbite is Electronic Art’s 
proprietary engine. There is a fourth audio emulation technique that will be discussed, as it 
differs greatly from the others, however it is a package for Unreal Engine and is not an engine 
itself. Each engine has their own ways of implementing audio which is further discussed 
individually, and after each is explored they will be compared on their ability to create an 
immersive environment. 

Unreal Engine 4 
The Unreal Engine 4 supports multiple sound asset types and allows an equalizer to 

adjust settings like volume and pitch. The sound asset types are: sound cues where sound occurs 
after a trigger, sound attenuation which is sound lowering due to distance, reverb effects which 
affect sound density, air absorption gain and more. 

With sound attenuation, there is a minimum and maximum radius from the sound’s 
origin. While within the min radius the volume is 100%, while outside it lowers based on a 
distance algorithm until it reaches the maximum radius where beyond the volume is 0%. There 
are multiple given attenuation models with corresponding distance algorithms that can be used 
for a given sound. The given models are a sphere, capsul, box and a cone and the distance 
algorithm can be linear, logarithmic, log reverse and natural sound. The natural sound algorithm 
is logarithmic but takes into account a more natural falloff. 

Unreal Engine also recommends a guideline for a consistent volume scheme. With base 
volume at 100% the dialog should be approximately 140%, the music 75%, weapons 110% and 
ambient sounds at 50%. It also contains the ability for volume ducking, decreasing all other 
sounds besides the one that needs to be heard. 

Here’s an example implementation of wind impacting other objects in a scene created 
with Unreal Engine 4: https://youtu.be/jUJ4sCOkAnE 

Unity 
The Unity engine emulates audio via Audio Sources and Audio Listeners, that is sound is 

emitted by one object and received by another. Standard volume and pitch control is done by an 
audio mixer for a given source. Ducking can be controlled by grouping audio sources together 

https://youtu.be/jUJ4sCOkAnE
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then modifying the group’s volume. Special audio techniques such as echoing and attenuation 
are done by adding Audio Filters to the object. 

Sound attenuation in Unity is done by modifying a rolloff volume-distance curve, this 
curve affects the volume of an audio source when the listener is within a min/max distance from 
the source. Within the min distance the volume is full, outside the max source audio is absent. 
There are two default rolloffs, logarithmic and linear, as well as a third custom rolloff. The 
custom rolloff curve allows the developer to set their own volume distance points on the curve. 

Here’s an example of how a streaming audio is impacted by its surrounding environment 
in Unity: https://youtu.be/IS1qAArgx-k 

Frostbite 1 
The Frostbite engine has undergone massive changes throughout development at EA but 

began implementing high dynamic range audio as early as 2009. The use of ducking and mixing 
typically suited predictable sound scape, but multiplier games are typically unpredictable. Thus 
sounds need to feel loud, while still being able to hear quiet sounds. Perceived loudness is done 
via 3D calculations with angle and distance of attenuation without a static min and max distance. 

This results in less control for the developers, as they can no longer control the absolute 
volume but rather the relative volume between sounds. However this creates a more natural, 
realistic acoustic profile with an audible window. Sounds are either audible or inaudible 
depending on being within the window, with the window changing constantly based on the 
current sounds. 

Battlefield Bad Company was Frostbite’s first game with HDR, here’s an example that 
highlights the early high dynamic range:  https://youtu.be/o7TJjlFSYeM 

The engine has gone through some considerable changes, here’s a modern example: 
https://youtu.be/6kaYec34gog 

Nvidia VRWorks - Audio 
Nvidia VRWorks is a library of packages for Unreal Engine 4 which help enable 

developers create immersive virtual reality environments. Specifically the VRWorks - Audio 
package in the suite focuses on emulating sound in a 3D space. Utilizing Nvidia OptiX ray 
tracing technology, the path of sound is traced in real-time from the source to the listener, 

https://youtu.be/IS1qAArgx-k
https://youtu.be/o7TJjlFSYeM
https://youtu.be/6kaYec34gog
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modifying the sound with filters of interacting objects. 

 
This method of tracing sound more closely emulates true sound, but comes at the cost of 

being more computationally expensive than traditional audio emulation. One downside is that it 
is only compatible with Nvidia graphic processors, and thus a significant percentage of gamers 
using AMD Radeon graphic processors, such as video game consoles like the Xbox One and the 
PS4, cannot utilize VRWorks. 

From Nvidia’s website, here’s an example illustrating the difference between traditional 
and VRWorks Audio https://youtu.be/Ozhywx2YbzM 

  

https://youtu.be/Ozhywx2YbzM
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Audio Implementation Immersiveness 
The above audio demonstrations clearly show that each technique is quite immersive, 

however they all achieve their results differently and with limitations. 
The public game engines, Unreal and Unity, both have very similar overall featuresets. 

They have large controls over sound properties, with each sound being calibrated or loaded from 
saved parameters, and their attenuation curves allow for distant sound to be perceived at their 
approximately correct distance. They both allow for reverberation effects, as well as ducking and 
an equalizer of volume and pitch. However as demonstrated in the videos, they struggle with 
more complex simulation such as audio around walls or where direct line of sight to the source is 
broken or lost, and while it sounds good, the visual effects of the world play a larger role in 
overall immersiveness. 

For the more inclusive implementations, that is Frostbite and VRWorks, do a much better 
job at simulting audio, but at a cost. The Frostbite engine introduces a large paradigm shift for 
development, as the dynamic range audio may clip audio without allowing the developer the 
ability to control the audio. Also the Frostbite engine has undergone many iterations with a large 
amount of research and development from a well funded company to achieve what it can today. 
Similarly VRWorks may sound great, but has the limitation that it requires working within 
Unreal and more importantly requires Nvidia hardware, which limits a large portion of the target 
consumers using AMD Radeon based hardware systems. 

While the overall effect of emulation is quite impressive, the immersiveness for a video 
game is highly subjective and typically visual senses take precedence. A simple example is that 
any modern game, unless explicitly designed to, will be much more immersive with the user 
being deaf than blind. This isn’t to say that audio emulation isn’t worth the effort due to it losing 
the immersiveness battle, the goal has been to more accurately emulate acoustics and 
immersiveness with come along with it as a support to enhance visual effects.  
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